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Matterport Property Intelligence and FBS technology unlock new Flexmls Platform functionality saving time and minimizing errors for
Flexmls users while enhancing home search experience for buyers.

SUNNYVALE, Calif., June 27, 2024 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Matterport, Inc. (Nasdaq: MTTR), announced its partnership with FBS, the leading
innovator of Multiple Listing Service (MLS) technology and owner of the Flexmls platform. FBS represents more than 320,000+ real estate

professionals across the US and offers a comprehensive real estate technology platform that includes the Flexmls® system. Flexmls is a powerful
MLS platform designed to provide real estate professionals with access to property listings, market data, and tools for managing their business. A fully
mobile MLS system, the Flexmls Platform gives real estate professionals the autonomy to run their business on their terms.

This partnership enables Flexmls users to easily upload their Matterport digital twins, and autofill dimensional data from those twins directly into the
Flexmls platform with just one click. Flexmls users will also gain efficiency through the seamless upload of Matterport media, including photos, floor
plans, and videos.

Flexmls users are now able to auto-fill dimensional data directly from their Matterport digital twins, including room name, length, and width, and
automatically populate that data in the Flexmls interface. Matterport’s AI-powered Property Intelligence automatically extracts measurements,
dimensions, and room names from Matterport digital twins, providing prospective home buyers with accurate dimensional property data. This
eliminates manual data entry for agents and back office staff, saving time and minimizing errors and omissions.

The integration and launch of these features underscore a mutual commitment to innovate, add value to and improve the agent + buying experience,
democratize access to data, and set new standards for the listing process. "This integration with Matterport furthers FBS's mission to help our MLS
customers aggregate the highest quality data and media for the benefit of their members and consumers. Our customers have been manually adding
Matterport digital twins to Flexmls for years and, on the surface, this integration simply makes what they're already doing easier. FBS is always excited
to make our customers' work easier but this integration goes far beyond that by increasing data quality with room and dimension data and
automatically adding photos, floor plans, video, and photos in one process without our customers having to do any extra work. Equally important, this
integration provides the license terms needed to include this rich content in our customers' MLS compilations, enabling them to remain the premier
source of real estate data and media in their markets - meaningful innovation that benefits real estate practitioners and consumers," said Michael
Wurzer, FBS President and CEO.

Dimensional data enhances the overall listing, benefitting both the listing agent and potential buyers who gain a deeper understanding of the property's
layout and size. This information supports informed decision-making while helping them envision living in the space, factors that can simplify and
expedite the buying process.

“Since day one, our mission has been to fundamentally transform how people understand and access the built world. Our 3D digital twin technology
set the industry standard for the virtual tour, and now we’re automatically delivering precise property information to Flexmls customers for any type of
property anywhere in the world,” said RJ Pittman, Chairman and CEO, Matterport. “Across the globe, Matterport serves nearly one billion virtual tours
each year significantly enhancing the experience of exploring potential dream homes from afar. Our advancements in AI, automation, and property
insights, when combined with our partnership with FBS, offer a solution that saves time by automating property data entry, enabling FBS's customers
to better serve their clients with efficiency and ease.”

Matterport helps customers achieve better access as well as understand and utilize properties through its next-generation 3D digital twin solutions
for Property Marketing, Facilities Management, and Design and Construction Management. Learn more about the company’s solutions
at matterport.com.

About FBS
Nationally recognized and based in Fargo, North Dakota, FBS is the leading innovator and provider of MLS technology, currently serving 320,000+
real estate professionals on its premier Flexmls® Platform. Flexmls is one of many apps and software products built on the standards-driven Spark®
API technology platform, the industry's first and most utilized API. 100% employee-owned and with 45 years leading of industry leadership, FBS
repeatedly achieves unmatched industry rankings for customer and user satisfaction, platform performance, and net promoter score (NPS). Learn
more about FBS and the premier Flexmls Platform at www.WeAreFBS.com.

About Matterport
Matterport, Inc. (Nasdaq: MTTR) is leading the digital transformation of the built world. Our groundbreaking digital twin platform turns buildings into
data to make every space more valuable and accessible. Millions of buildings in more than 177 countries have been transformed into immersive
Matterport digital twins to improve every part of the building lifecycle from planning, construction, and operations to documentation, appraisal and
marketing. Learn more at matterport.com and browse a gallery of digital twins.
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